Who we are
We are all former CoCreate HP employees, each with 20
years of experience with the
product line. Indeed no one has
more knowledge or experience
working with it than we do,
since we were the original creators of the product line. We
believe in it and want to ensure the customer base has continued
access to the original providers of the code. We started our careers
designing with CAD, so we understand that people want the tools
to adapt to their way of doing things, not vice versa.

CADM products
and services
What we can do for you
CADM is reaching out to the CoCreate customer base
to let you know our business is to keep your systems
current and running smoothly
We are past CoCreate employees and specialize in
this product line as our sole business.

We find the Creo Direct/Element tools to be very flexible, highly
configurable and customizable. Through years of providing solutions to many customers, we have developed a core foundation of
knowledge, skills and reusable code to leverage in most any project. We enjoy talking with customers about their particular experience with the software, and finding ways to help them use the
products to much greater advantage.

CADM, Inc
cadm-inc-us.com
Cynthia Welti
Sales and Marketing Manager
cynthia.welti@cadm-inc-us.com

1-360-519-7588

Machine designed using Creo Elements/Direct Modeling

CADM, Inc
Providing Solutions for the Creo Elements/Direct product line

Our Services
We provide training,
consulting, customization and
configuration management
services for all Creo
Elements/Direct products.



Training: In addition to PTC offerings, we deliver courses not
available thru PTC such as Advanced Surfacing, Integration Kit
training, customized courses, and offer video based self-paced
training materials.
We provide on-site expert instructors who have practical experience in the field, and many years of product experience.



Customization: We build custom extensions to all the products
(Modeling, Drafting, Model Manager) to meet your business objectives. These can range from simple enhancements which accelerate an activity, to complete applications which extend the product’s functionality.



Consulting: We will come on-site and help evaluate where improvements can be made to the process and tools to make them
more efficient within your organization.



Upgrades: Bring your systems up to the latest versions of the
software available and take advantage of the new features to improve your productivity.



Data Migration and Configuration Management: We specialize in
data migration in and out of Model Manager. Also we can configure it to your organization’s needs. This can range from creating
rules governing how revisions are managed, to triggering complex actions when key events take place in the product life cycle.

Customer Connect
Help us reconnect
With the acquisition of the product line, many customers lost contact
or have limited access to knowledgeable resources.
We want to reconnect to customers to let them know we are here to
service this product line.
If you are aware of companies having any of these products, please
use our web page to help us contact them. We’ll provide a $50 Amazon gift certificate should the contact engage us. See the web page
under About Us for more information.
We would like to get your updated contact information as well, to
better interface with you in the future. Please take a moment to go to
About Us on the web site and there is a page to enter your contact
information In a year, we’ll hold a drawing from our list for a $400
Amazon gift certificate.
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